


In the following question, some parts of the sentence may have an error. 

The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. Find out which part 

of the sentence has an error and select the appropriate option. If a 

sentence is free from errors select ‘No error’ as your answer.



Many a doubt on History/(A) were cleared in the remedial 

class,/(B) thus proving the maximum/(C) utility of such initiatives. 

(D)/ No Error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. (E)

‘Were’ should be replaced by ‘was’ because a singular verb 

always comes after ‘many a’, ‘each’, ‘either’, ‘neither’,‘everyone’.



I don't want you(A)/ to give that number to anyone unless(B)/ 

it's not an emergency(C)/, you understand? (D)/. No error. (E)/ 

No error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. (E)

Unless means 'if... not; except if'; 'If you do not'. So the usage of 

'not' in part C is making it superfluous.



More levels of protection(A)/ are necessary(B)/ when children 

is involved(C)/ in clinical trials.(D) / No error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. (E)

'Children', a plural word requires a plural form of the verb.

Example- Children are playing in the playground.



I intend (A)/ to go straight back home,(B)/ but I sort of 

wandered (C)/ inside a bookstore. (D) / No Error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. (E)

The sentence is in past tense, and we get to know this by the 

word 'wandered'.

So, instead of 'intend', 'intended' is to be used here.



Every buyer or every seller have (A)/ to abide by the rules (B)/ 

set by the company (C)/ following the governmental guidelines. 

(D) No Error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. (E)

‘Have’ should be replaced by ‘has’ because a singular verb is 

used when two nouns that are qualified by ‘each’ and ‘every’ 

are joined by the conjunction ‘and’.



The given question has one blank indicating that something has been 

omitted. Choose the word for the given options that could fit in the blank 

correctly.



The whole scheme was ______ to fail from the beginning.

1. destined

2. uncertain

3. decided

4. remote

5. Erroneous

Destined is 'something likely to happen in near future or future’

uncertain: not able to be relied on; not known or definite.

decided:  definite; unquestionable.

remote: unlikely to occur.

erroneous: wrong or incorrect 



Its current was very _________ and could take away big tree 

trunks.

1. compelling

2. powerful

3. powerless

4. gentle

5. Persuasive

Powerful is 'having great power or 

strength’

compelling: evoking interest, attention, 

or admiration in a powerfully 

irresistible way.

persuasive:  making you want to do or 

believe a particular thing.

powerless: without ability, influence, 

or power.

gentle: having or showing a mild, kind, 

or tender temperament or character.



Chandrakanth was shocked when he ______ that the leg had lost 

sensation.

1. unaware

2. thought

3. realized

4. knew

5. Attained

•unaware: having no knowledge of 

a situation or fact.

•thought: an idea or opinion 

produced by thinking

•attained: succeed in achieving

•knew: be aware of through 

observation, inquiry, or information.



Over the centuries, human beings have ___________ and tamed 

wild animals.

1. helped

2. domesticated

3. supported

4. saved

5. Apprehend

•tamed: reduced from a state of 

native wildness, especially so as to 

be tractable and useful to humans

•apprehend: arrest (someone) for 

a crime.

• domesticate is to adopt an 

animal as a pet over time



Some parents are not in _______ of a co-educational system.

1. Favor 

2. side

3. thinking

4. prefer

5. Judgement

•Prefer: like (one thing or 

person) better than another or 

others; tend to choose

•co-education: teaching of 

both boys and girls in the same 

school and under the same roof

•judgement: an opinion or 

conclusion



In the following sentence, a part of the sentence is underlined. Below are 

given alternatives to the underlined part, which may improve the 

sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is 

needed, choose the alternative that indicates 'No improvement'.



Covid treatment in this hospital is very low expensive that they 

had to sell off their land to pay for it.

1. Quite expensive and

2. Too expensive for

3. So expensive but

4. More expensive

5. No improvement

Very is to a great extent or degree; extremely; exceedingly while 

Quite is (lb) to the greatest extent or degree; completely, entirely.

The letter came very quickly.

Her life is quite different since she moved. (completely different)



The entire town was set on the ears when it was announced that a 

giant megastore would be closing itself.

1. Set by the eyes

2. Set by the ears

3. Set at the ears

4. Set on the eyes

5. No improvement



In the following question, a sentence is given with four words marked as 

(A), (B) (C), and (D). These words may or may not be placed in the 

correct order. Four options with different arrangements of these words 

have been provided.



The acquired(A) of the collection(B) of social statistics by the 

state is in itself much older, but it practice(C) its modern form 

towards the end of the eighteenth century(D).

1. B-D

2. B-C

3. C-D

4. A-C

5. A-D



This society(A) knowledge or familiarity with prior(B) is both an 

advantage and a disadvantage(C) for sociology, the discipline(D) 

that studies society.

1. B-C

2. A-B

3. C-D

4. B-D

5. A-C



Smita was jobless(A) happy with the conditions(B) of the women 

in her district(C) as most were poor and never(D), so she planned 

to do something.

1. A-B

2. A-C

3. B-C

4. A-D

5. C-D



Taylor’s husband repent(A) to continues(B) for cheating in the 

past(C), but she isn’t sure that his apologies(D) are sincere.

1. A - C

2. C - D

3. A - B

4. B - C

5. No arrangements



More police officers(A) are needed to protest(B) the populace(C) 

calm during the keep(D) march.

1. A - C

2. B - D

3. A - B

4. C - D

5. No arrangements



Rearrange the following five sentences/group of sentences (A), (B), (C), 

(D), and (E) in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph; 

then answer the questions given below them.



(A) Bud-break — which is when trees leaf out — has undergone 

a change. 

(B) This is why understanding the genetics of bud-break helps 

scientists modify or select crop varieties that can be more 

resilient to the climate threat. 

(C) Several trees initiate bud-break too early or too late, which 

affects the harvest. 

(D) Changing climate has transformed the time spring unfolds in 

front of us. 

(E) Spring, for example, arrived earlier than usual in Kashmir 

this year due to higher temperatures in February and March. 



Read the passage given below carefully and then answer the questions 

that follow. 



The economic and labour crisis created by the COVID-19 pandemic could increase global 

unemployment by almost 25 million, according to a new assessment by the International Labour

Organization (ILO). However, if we see an internationally coordinated policy response, as 

happened in the global financial crisis of 2008/9, then the impact on global unemployment could 

be _______ lower. The preliminary assessment note, COVID-19 and the world of work: Impacts 

and responses, calls for urgent, large-scale and coordinated measures across three pillars: 

protecting workers in the workplace, stimulating the economy and employment, and supporting 

jobs and incomes. These measures include extending social protection, supporting employment 

retention (i.e. short-time work, paid leave, other subsidies), and financial and tax relief, including 

for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises. In addition, the note proposes fiscal and monetary 

policy measures, and lending and financial support for specific economic sectors.

Based on different scenarios for the impact of COVID-19 on global GDP growth, the ILO 

estimates indicate a rise in global unemployment of between 5.3 million (“low” scenario) and 

24.7 million (“high” scenario) from a base level of 188 million in 2019.



By comparison, the 2008-9 global financial crisis increased global unemployment by 22 million. 

Underemployment is also expected to increase on a large scale, as the economic consequences 

of the virus outbreak translate into reductions in working hours and wages. Self-employment in 

developing countries, which often serves to cushion the impact of changes, may not do so this 

time because of restrictions on the movement of people (e.g. service providers) and goods.

Fall in employment also means large income losses for workers. The study estimates these as 

being between USD 860 billion and USD 3.4 trillion by the end of 2020. This will translate into 

falls in the consumption of goods and services, in turn affecting the prospects for businesses and 

economies. Working poverty is expected to increase significantly too, as “the strain on incomes 

resulting from the decline in economic activity will devastate workers close to or below the 

poverty line”. The ILO estimates that between 8.8 and 35 million additional people will be in 

working poverty worldwide, compared to the original estimate for 2020 (which projected a 

decline of 14 million worldwide).



Which options best fits the given blank in the passage "However, if 

we see an internationally coordinated policy response, as happened 

in the global financial crisis of 2008/9, then the impact on global 

unemployment could be _______ lower.“

1. Significantly

2. Obsessed

3. Aggravated

4. Mitigating

5. None of these



What could be the most similar in meaning to the word 

"RESTRICTIONS''?

1. Liberation

2. Limitation

3. Freedom

4. Permission

5. All of the above



Which of the following is MOST OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

word ‘INCREASE’?

1. Aggravate

2. Provoke

3. Heighten

4. Decrease

5. None of these



What can be inferred from the passage?

1. Underemployment

2. The passage talks about unemployment due to Covid-19.

3. Covid-19

4. Maximum employment

5. None of these



What does the fall in employment mean?

1. Large income losses for workers

2. Rise in inflation

3. No pay for employees

4. Decline in economy

5. None of these



THANK YOU
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